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5.2.1.4.4 Delivery of primary cell ID

For this version of the specification, only long length cell ID code is supported for SSDT in UTRAN.

The UE periodically sends the ID code of the primary cell via portion of the uplink FBI field assigned for SSDT use
(FBI S field). A cell recognises its state as non-primary if the following conditions are fulfilled simultaneously:

- The received ID code does not match with the own ID code.

- The received uplink signal quality satisfies the following:

SIRestIDcode > SIRtarget + Qth [dB]

Where SIRestIDcode is the average of estimated signal-to-interference ratio of the received uplink DPCH
SIRest, described in subclause 5.1.2.2.1, over the uplink slots containing the received cell ID code; SIRtarget

is the target SIR of the uplink, described in subclause 5.1.2.2.1; and Qth is uplink quality threshold which
corresponds to the uplink DPCH quality level relative to the SIRtarget. Qth parameter is signalled via
higher layer signalling.

- If uplink compressed mode is used, and less than NID/3 bits are lost from the ID code (as a result of uplink
compressed mode), where NID is the number of bits in the ID code (after puncturing according to clause
5.2.1.4.1.1, if puncturing has been done).

Otherwise the cell recognises its state as primary.

The state of the cells (primary or non-primary) in the active set is updated synchronously. If a cell receives the last
portion of the coded ID in uplink slot j, the state of cell is updated in downlink slot (j+1+Tos) mod 15, where Tos is
defined as a constant of 2 time slots. The updating of the cell state is not influenced by the operation of downlink
compressed mode.

At the UE, the primary ID code to be sent to the cells is segmented into a number of portions. These portions are
distributed in the uplink FBI S-field. The cell in SSDT collects the distributed portions of the primary ID code and then
detects the transmitted ID. The period of the primary cell update depends on the settings of the code length and the
number of FBI bits assigned for SSDT use as shown in table 5. However, SSDT is only applicable with DPC_MODE =
0.

Table 5: Period of primary cell update

The number of FBI bits per slot assigned for SSDT

code length 1 2

"long" 1 update per frame 2 updates per frame
"medium" 2 updates per frame 4 updates per frame
"short" 3 updates per frame 5 updates per frame
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